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Sport Cards as NFTS, all based on

the world's only professional

fantasy sports leagues on the

UFFS platform.

 

UFSC makes fantasy simple and

allows you to play fantasy on

YOUR time with daily fantasy and

24/7/365 with online challenge

games.

 

Start collecting your cards on our

NFT marketplace or Open Sea

and get ready to play!
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SC   STEP 1

Start building your deck by buying card packs on Open Sea or
www.UltimateSportsNFTs.com 

CARD DECK = YOUR TEAM
You will purchase Gold Silver or Bronze packs that will include
random player cards
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STARTING HAND = STARTING LINEUP

Buy enough packs to build your deck, so you'll have enough players
and action cards for a starting hand.

Buy and sell cards on the resale marketplaces to improve your deck
or simply buy packs and resell.

Be on the lookout for power cards. These are athletes that are signed
with UFFS as Digital Athletes, they have additional power within the
game.

BUYING & SELLING CARDS = 
TRADING & ACQUIRING PLAYERS AS A GM
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1. Daily Fantasy
2. Challenge games

 Now you have a deck! 
There are two ways to play 



UF
SC   Works just like the daily fantasy sports you know, but

with NFT sports cards.

Hook your Phantom Solana wallet up to our daily
fantasy sports page.

DAILY FANTASY

The site acknowledges your deck, now set your roster
for the day by placing your cards in the line up.

Results are based on your cards' performance in the
UFFS league you have chosen.



UF
SC   Challenge other users for head-to-head action.

Risk SCO and capture coins from your opponent.

Weekly, monthly and yearly challenges to come
in the future.

 

DAILY FANTASY
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Be on the lookout for UFFS Digital Athletes that have
added power and also partner cards that win you
discounts, free products and special event access.

HOLDING A CARD = OWNING AN ASSET

Mainstream DFS you can use any player at anytime. With
UFSC you need to hold the players card to use them.

DFS is fun, but now you own your players as NFTS that
you can buy and sell on the open market. You dont even
have to play DFS, just buy packs and offer cards on the
open market. No DFS platform offers that

DAILY FANTASY
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SC   CARD CHALLENGE

Play fantasy sports as much or as little as you want
24/7/365. Be it 
in-season or the offseason, it’s game on!

CHALLENGE = GAMETIME

You now have a solid deck (team). Time to go out and
challenge other players. 
Hook up to the site challenge, post your SCO, play your
cards.

Remember the value of your players is always changing
based on their UFFS fantasy stats. This is fantasy sports,
after all.



UF
SC   Collect your tokens. Winner takes all, minus the rake for

the platform and that sport’s franchises (revenue
sharing).

Tournaments and Leagues to come in future
development.

CARD CHALLENGE

Game variations will be offered.



UF
SC   Keep building and improving your Deck 

Buy New Packs

Buy and sell cards on the marketplace to improve

your team or to profit.

CARD CHALLENGE



UFSC IS A REVENUE GENERATOR FOR THE UFFS 
PROFESSIONAL FANTASY SPORTS LEAGUES
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UFFS PROFESSIONAL FANTASY LEAGUES THAT
WILL BE SUPPORTED BY THE UFSC GAME PLAY



UF
SC   UFSC BRINGS INOVATION TO FANTASY

SPORTS, SPORTS CARDS AND SPORTS NFTS 

 UFFSPORTS.COM



UF
SC   LEARN MORE ABOUT UFSC, 

PROFESSIONAL FANTASY FRANCHISES 
& THE ENTIRE UFFS ECOSYSTEM AT 

 UFFSPORTS.COM


